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TRUSTED BY
CHAMPIONS
WORN BY 
YOUR TEAM
WHY RACE ALONE WHEN YOUR TEAM CAN WEAR SPORTFUL KIT AND RACE TOGETHER LIKE THE 
CHAMPIONS DO?

Our secret is great passion and creating the clothing the top athletes need to compete at the highest level of the sport 
they love ... and that we love.

So don’t be surprised if the clothing worn by Federico Pellegrino and Dorothea Wierer is the same kit you see on the 
members of your rival club, who always come perfectly outfitted to the most important cross-country ski races.

Today you can choose to have the same advantage, SPORTFUL, and create your own custom graphics, 



Today you can choose to have the same advantage, SPORTFUL, and create your own custom graphics, drawing on the 
experience of the champions and our tailoring skill to give you the best in materials and service.

See the Italian national team clothing in the Sportful collection at select retailers. It can be your team clothing too if 
you want!

Don’t let our champions be the only ones to benefit from the research and development work we started in 1973.

Follow the CUSTOM TEAM logo and learn how to choose the best clothing for you, whether you want to select pieces 
from the collection that you will find in the best Sportful shops or whether you prefer to customize the clothing with 
your club colors and have an exclusive kit like our champions.

Whether your goal is the podium or just to have a great ski with your friends, we offer a complete range of apparel 
that can be customized with your own designs, colors and logos.





TEAM ITALIA 
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_0400862_
TEAM ITALIA JACKET

_0400864_
TEAM ITALIA VEST

TEAM ITALIA CAP

FABRICS

FABRICS

4 WAY WARM

4 WAY WARM

4 WAY MID

4 WAY MID

_662_

_662_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  414 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  265 gr

Team Italia’s choice for cold weather training

Team Italia’s choice for cold weather training

CONCEPT:
The choice of the Italian national nordic ski team for the 
coldest days.  Italian team version of our Apex WS Jacket.  This 
is our warmest Windstopper jacket designed for maximum 
warmth and wind protection for serious training. Carefully 
tailored fit that is perfectly adapted to performance skiers.

FEATURES:
Stretch ThermoDrytex back and arm inserts eliminate 
excess heat and offer great range of movement.
Gore Windstopper® 4-Way Warm fabric on chest for wind 
protection and extra insulation. 
Lighter Gore Windstopper® inserts on arms and shoulders.  
Double cuff for improved comfort.
Two zipped pockets.

CONCEPT:
A layering favorite of the Italian National Team. Gore 
Windstopper® 4- Way Warm on the front panels provides 
extra warmth and protection to keep your core warm. Often 
used over the Team Italia Race Top for training or warming up 
in moderate conditions.

FEATURES:
Stretch ThermoDrytex back insert eliminates excess heat and 
offers great range of movement.
Gore Windstopper® 4-Way Warm fabric on chest for wind 
protection and extra insulation.
Two zipped pockets.



_0400863_
TEAM ITALIA PANT

_0400865_
TEAM ITALIA CAP

_0400866_
TEAM ITALIA HEADBAND

FABRICS

FABRICS

FABRICS

4 WAY MID

_101_

_362_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  414 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / UNISIZE

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / UNISIZE

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  414 gr

_101_
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The perfect warm-up pant for the cold early season 

CONCEPT:
Extra warm pant with Windstopper front panel and brushed 
elastic rear panels for the coldest training days or warming up 
in true Italian style.

FEATURES:
Brushed Gore Windstopper front combined with Thermodrytex 
Plus back.
3/4 length side 2 way zips for quick removal or for ventilation. 
Elastic waist with drawstring. 
Removable suspenders. 
Ankle elastic with silicone grip.

FEATURES:
Lightly brushed headband for a little extra warmth and 
Italian style.

FEATURES:
Lightweight two layer construction offers a close 
fit with additional warmth and better moisture 
management.



_0400860_
TEAM ITALIA RACE TOP

_0400861_
TEAM ITALIA RACE TIGHT

FABRICS

FABRICS

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  210 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  161 gr

_362_

_362_

TX

TX

Race winning tight with a distinctive Italian design

Pure italian Speed

CONCEPT:
Lightning fast race top developed with some of the 
fastest nordic skiers in the world.  New generation 
of fabric provides excellent combination of support, 
freedom of movement and climate management.

FEATURES:
New SpeedTech TX fabric for excellent moisture 
managment and muscle support.
Fewer seams for improved comfort and 
aerodynamics.
Elastic hem with silicone grip.  Partial front zip.

FEATURES:
One piece construction for comfort and 
aerodynamics.
Stretch fabric offers great muscle support, 
excellent range of movement and optimal 
moisture management.
Fine surface structur eof SpeedTech TX fabric 
enhances on the body feel and moisture transfer.  
Of Elastic waist with drawstring. 
Ankle elastic with silicone grip.

CONCEPT:
Sleek, fast race tight developed with the Italian 
National team, tested and proven on the World 
Cup circuit.



_0400867_
TEAM ITALIA WARM TOP

_0400868_
TEAM ITALIA WARM TIGHT

FABRICS

FABRICS

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  272 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  190 gr

_362_

_362_
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Partially lined race tight

Race top for cooler temperatures

CONCEPT:
Ideally suited for longer racing or slightly cooler weather. The 
top offers a little extra warmth where you need it, a highly 
elastic race fit and sleek styling to stand out from the crowd.

FEATURES:
Partial front Dermodry lining adds a extra warmth with great 
moisture management.
The cut is a little more forgiving and thanks to the great stretch 
of Lycra Power fabric you will still feel comfortable even when 
finishing the last few km’s.
Side gel pocket.

CONCEPT:
Ideally suited for longer racing or slightly cooler 
weather. A little extra warmth where you need it, 
a highly elastic race fit and sleek Italian styling to 
stand out from the crowd.

FEATURES:
Full Lycra Power construction with front Dermodry 
lining adds a extra warmth with great moisture 
management.
Elastic waist with drawstring. 
Silicone elastic ankle gripper. 
Hidden key pocket.





_PASSO STELVIO_

_FRANCESCO DE FABIANI _

DYNAMO 
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_0400784_
DYNAMO JACKET

_0400785_
DYNAMO PANT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_051_

_002_

_002_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  412 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  312 gr

FLEX TEX

FLEX TEX60gr WIND WICK LT

WIND WICK LT

Innovative jacket that offers incredible warmth and breathability

Ultra versatile pant with technical stealth styling

CONCEPT:
The next generation of high performance nordic ski apparel. 
Carefully engineered to offer the optimal combination of 
warmth, wind protection and moisture management. 
Strategically placed Polartec Alpha offers light but highly 
breathable insulation. Meticulously constructed technical 
fabrics that ensure reliable wind protection and light snow 
repellency without sacrificing breathability.

FEATURES:
Multiple layer construction combines high performance 
weather protection with breathability. 
WindWick LT outer fabric is elastic, highly wind resistant, water 
repellent and very breathable.  
Polartec Alpha 60g insulation on front, shoulders and front of 
arms for breathable warmth. 
Lined with Diamante Microfiber for accelerated moisture 
transfer. 
Thermodrytex Plus back and sleeve inserts for moisture 
management. 
2 chest ventilation zips.  
2 side zipped pockets.
Internal front zip flap.
Lay flat elastic hem and cuff insert. 

CONCEPT:
Highly technical cold weather pant that is designed for fast 
skiing when the temperatures drop.  Front wind resistance and 
light lining offer just enough protection for the winter without 
compormising breathability.  Tailored, ergonomic fit is more 
relaxed that a tight but is cut for fast skiing.

FEATURES:
High performance weather protection with breathability. 
Front with WindWick LT and FlexTex outer fabrics for stretch 
wind resistence, snow repellency and breathability.   
Thigh and knee lined with Diamante Microfiber for accelerated 
moisture transfer and warmth.  
Thermodrytex Plus back of leg inserts for moisture 
management.  
2 side zipped pockets. 
Elastic waist with drawstring.  
Lay flat elastic ankle and rear waist insert. 
Vislon ankle zip.



_0400840_
DYNAMO RACE TOP

_0400841_
DYNAMO RACE TIGHT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_051_

_250_

_250_

_051_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  214 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  171 gr

TX

TX
13

Lightning fast race top

Excellent support and fit for fast skiing

CONCEPT:
Identitcal to the race winning Italian National Team suit 
with distinctive styling.  New generation of fabric provides 
excellent combination of support, freedom of movement 
and climate management.

FEATURES:
New SpeedTech TX fabric for excellent moisture 
managment and muscle support.
Fewer seams for improved comfort and aerodynamics. 
Elastic hem with silicone grip.
Partial front zip.

CONCEPT:
Sleek, fast race tight developed with the Italian National 
team, tested and proven on the World Cup circuit.

FEATURES:
One piece construction for comfort and aerodynamics.
Stretch fabric offers great muscle support, excellent range 
of movement and optimal moisture management.
Fine surface structure of the SpeedTech TX fabric enhances 
on the body feel and moisture transfer.  Elastic waist with 
drawstring. Ankle elastic with silicone grip.





_PASSO STELVIO_

_FEDERICO PELLEGRINO_

APEX
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_0400790_
APEX WS RACE JACKET

_0400851_
APEX WS RACE VEST

FABRICS

FABRICS

_168_

_187_

_187_

_168_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  332 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  227 gr

LIGHT TX

LIGHT TX

4 

4 

WA

WA

Y LIGH

Y LIGH

T

T

Perfect for fast training or milder condiitons

Wind protection right where you need it 

CONCEPT:
Sleek, fast, Windstopper front with lightly brushed inside. Perfect 
for fast training or cold weather racing when wind protection and 
breathablility are needed. Performance cut with stretch fabrics 
for tailored fit. 

FEATURES:
Gore Windstopper® 4-way light fabric combined with 
Gore Windstopper Light TX for relaible wind protection and 
breathability.
Stretch ThermoDrytex back inserts eliminate excess heat and 
offer great range of movement.  Internal storm flap. Reflective 
printing on back. 
Ergo Collar.
Two zipped pockets.

CONCEPT:
Sleek, fast, wind front jacket with light insulation. Perfect for fast 
training or cold weather racing when Windstopper protection 
and breathablility are needed. Performance cut with stretch 
fabrics for tailored fit.  Developed with the Italian nordic ski team.

FEATURES:
Gore Windstopper® 4-way light fabric combined with Gore 
Windstopper® Light TX for relaible wind protection and 
breathability.   
Stretch ThermoDrytex back and arm inserts eliminate excess 
heat and offer great range of movement. 
Internal storm flap. Reflective printing on back. 
Light elastic binding on cuff.
Ergo Collar.
Two zipped pockets.
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_0400791_
APEX WS RACE TIGHT

FABRICS

_168_

_102_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  270 gr

LIGHT TX 4 WAY LIGHT

Close fitting light Gore Windstopper® protection

CONCEPT:
Wind front protection with stretch Gore Windstopper® front 
panels combined with thermodrytex. Sleek fast tight that is 
perfect for fast training or longer racing in severe conditions

FEATURES:
Gore Windstopper® 4-way light fabric combined with Gore 
Windstopper® Light TX for reliable wind protection and 
breathability.
Stretch ThermoDrytex back to eliminate excess heat and offer 
great range of movement.                                             
Elastic waist with drawstring.                                                                                                                                      
Zip ankle opening with silicone elastic.



_0400725_
APEX WS JACKET

_0400726_
APEX EVO WS TRAINING PANT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_051_ _250_

_002_

_151_

_160_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  406  gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  330 gr

4 WAY WARM 4 WAY MID

4 WAY MID
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Our warmest Gore Windstopper® jacket.

Ultimate cold weather protection.

CONCEPT:
Our warmest Gore Windstopper® jacket. Designed for warmth 
and wind protection on the coldest days. Carefully tailored fit that 
is perfectly adapted to performance skiers.

FEATURES:
Stretch ThermoDrytex back and arm inserts eliminate excess 
heat and offer great range of movement.
Gore Windstopper® 4-Way Warm fabric on chest for wind 
protection and extra insulation. Lighter Gore Windstopper 
inserts on arms and shoulders. Reflective printing on back. 
Double cuff for improved comfort. Two zipped pockets.
Lighter Gore Windstopper® inserts on arms and shoulders. 
Reflective printing on back. Double cuff for improved comfort. 
Two zipped pockets.
Reflective printing on back.
Double cuff for improved comfort.
Two zipped pockets.

CONCEPT:
Extra warm pant with 4- Way Warm Gore Windstopper® front 
panel and brushed elastic rear panels for the coldest training 
days or warming up.
Tailored fit is designed for high intensity skiing  with enough 
room to allow for layering options.

FEATURES:
Brushed Gore Windstopper® front combined Thermodrytex 
Plus back. 
3/4 length side 2 way zips for quick removal or for ventilation.





_VAL SENALES_

_  MARIO STECHER_

RYTHMO
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_0400824_
RYTHMO JACKET

FABRICS

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  394 gr

_109_

_043_

_002_
Versatile jacket with a fresh style

CONCEPT:
Updated styling on a very versatile technical jacket that is easy 
to wear even when you take your skis off. Progressive styling 
in a high performing construction that combines wind and 
cold weather protection with excellent breathability. Softshell 
construction with Thermo Drytex sleeve and back inserts for 
thermoregulation. Soft Shield fabric features brushed inner for 
warmth with partial air permeability which accellerates moistu-
re transfer.

FEATURES:
Brushed Soft Shield on front and hood as well as arm and 
shoulder inserts for wind protection, warmth and breathability. 
Lightly elastic fabric for excellent fit and comfort.
2 zipped front pockets. Preshaped hood lays flat when skiing 
actively but offers extra winter protection in the coldest 
conditions.
Full front YKK® Vislon zipper for ease of use even in cold 
conditions.



_0400825_
RYTHMO PANT

FABRICS

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  323 gr

_043_

_002_
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Highly functional warm pant with a unique look

CONCEPT:
Versatile pant with progressive styling offering excellent 
protection from the wind and cold. Windfront softshell pant with 
great fit and true winter warmth.

FEATURES:
Softshell constuction with Soft Shield front and Thermodrytex 
Plus rear inserts for additional stretch, great breathability with 
a brushed lining for warmth.
Brushed fleece Soft Shield front offers great wind protection, 
breathability and stretch.
2 zipped front pockets. 
Zipped ankle openings wth silicone ankle grippers. 
Elastic waist with draw cord.



_0400820_
RYTHMO PUFFY EVOLUTION

FABRICS

_043_

_250_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  280 gr

SPORTWIND SHELL

THERMORE CLASSIC 40

Ready to try something new?

CONCEPT:
We came out with out first sleeveless jacket a few seasons 
ago and it has started to have a following.  A great way to add 
additional warmth to your core area without restricting arm 
movement.  Completely updated, we have developed this 
jacket to offer even more versatility as a warm up jacket, extra 
insulation on extremely cold days or for après- skiing. 3 layer 
construction with wind and snow repellent outer, Thermore 
Classic insulation and breathable mesh lining. 

FEATURES:
Excellent warmth to weight ratio with 40g Thermore Classic 
insulation.
Wind Shell Sport main fabric combines excellent protection 
from the elements with breathability.
Brushed, stretch ThermoDrytex inserts on side and arms for 
increased comfort and thermo regulation. 
Full front zip and 2 zip side pockets.
LIghtly insulated hood is perfect for extra warmth when you start 
out or if the wind picks up.



_0400821_
RYTHMO OVER SHORT

FABRICS

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  236 gr

_043_

_002_
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The warm up of choice for the Italian National team

CONCEPT:
Updated styling, perfect over race tights or on the coldest skis. 
Wind resistant brushed elastic softshell on front and back. FIne 
tuned with the Italian National Team. Cut just above the knee for 
maximum range of movement.  

FEATURES:
Mid weight fleece back softshell with brushed Thermodrytex 
inserts for even more stretch.
Full side zips so that it can be put on or taken off quickly and 
easily.
Elastic waist with drawstring. Zip front pocket.





_BARDONECCHIA_
XPLORE
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_0400780_
XPLORE JACKET

FABRICS

_043__051_

_002_

FIT/ REGULAR

ECODOWN®

SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  425 gr

SOFT PROTEC STRETCH

FLEX TEX

Versatile jacket well adapted to many winter aerobic activities.

CONCEPT:
Technically constructed in a rugged design that is equally 
at home on or off the groomed trails.  Strategicaly placed 
Thermore Ecodown insulation combined with Soft Protect 
Stretch fabric. Versatile design and features will make you want 
to head out and explore the winter.

   

FEATURES:
Rugged layered construction combines high performance 
weather protection with breathability. 
SoftProtec Stretch outer fabric is elastic, highly wind resistant, 
water repellent and very breathable.  
Flex tex side and sleeve inserts increase breathability while still 
offering weather protection.  
Thermore Ecodown 80g insulation on front and shoulders  for 
breathable warmth.
 Lined hood for extra weather protection.   
Thermo Mesh lined for accelerated moisture transfer.  
Thermodrytex Plus back inserts for moisture management. 
 2 side zipped pockets.
 Internal front zip flap. 



_0400781_
XPLORE PANT

FABRICS

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  275 gr

_168_

_268_

SOFT PROTEC STRETCH FLEX TEX
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On trail, off trail with or without skis this durable pant will quickly be a 
favorite.

CONCEPT:
Technical pant that is perfect when a little extra warmth and 
wind protection are needed. Semi-fitted pant offers versatile 
styling and features that will quickly become a favorite of skiers 
who mix up their winter fun on and off the trail.

FEATURES:
Rugged layered construction combines high performance 
weather protection with breathability.
SoftProtec Stretch outer fabric on upper front legs is elastic, 
highly wind resistant, water repellent and very breathable.
FlexTex inserts on lower front legs and on sit area offer wind and 
snow protection with increased abrasion resitance.
Mesh lined for accelerated moisture transfer and light insulation.
Thermodrytex Plus back inserts for moisture management.                                      
2 side zipped pockets.
Elastic waist band with drawcord.





_VAL DI RHEMES - AOSTA_
SQUADRA
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_0400831_
SQUADRA WS JACKET

FABRICS

_002__043_ _250_

_274_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  363 gr

4 WAY MID

Gore Windstopper@ protection in a high performance jacket

CONCEPT:
Updated construction, designed for a wide range of skiers 
looking for reliable protection, athletic styling and a great 
warmth to weight ratio.  Gore Windstopper® 4 Way Mid is a 
versatile fabric that offers a fleece lining for light insulation, wind 
protection and breathability.

FEATURES:
Gore Windstopper® 4 Way mid combined with TDT xp  
Full front YKK® Vislon zip for easy adjusment Internal storm 
flap to keep out the winter wind 
Double layer collar offers extra warmth and a comfortable fit  
2 side zipped pockets 
TDT xp back and arm inserts for moisture management  
Elastic waist with silicone grip  
Clean finished cuffs with stretch binding



_0400832_
SQUADRA WS PANT

FABRICS

_154_

_168_ _187_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  312 gr

4 WAY MID

33

Reliable Gore Windstopper® protection from cold and wind

CONCEPT:
4- Way Mid Gore Windstopper® front panel and brushed elastic 
rear panels perfect for moving fast in cold weather. Tailored fit is 
designed for high intensity skiing with enough room to allow for 
layering options.

FEATURES:
Brushed Gore Windstopper® front combined with TDT XP back.
Side ankle zips 
Elastic waist with drawstring.                                                                                                                                      
Ankle elastic with silicone grip.



_0400835_
SQUADRA RACE TOP

_0400836_
SQUADRA RACE TIGHT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_051_

_051_

_187_

_187_

_043_

_043_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  241 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  233 gr

TX WARM

TX WARM

High performance race top with extra warmth

Race tight designed for long distances

CONCEPT:
We built upon our experience with World Cup level race suits to 
adapt the needs for the rest of us.  Slightly more forgiving fit and 
optimal balance of light warmth and high breathability.  Clean 
and fast styling.

CONCEPT:
An evolution from our World Cup winning race tight, we have 
added an extra layer of fabric to help keep the knee area 
warmer.  

FEATURES:
Airflow TX Warm front, back and upper sleeve inserts offer 
excellent warmth, moisture transfer and exceptional next to 
skin comfort on warmer days.
Elastic waist with silicone grip  1/4 front zip
Low profile flatlock stitiching

FEATURES:
Airflow TX Warm under layer on front and rear knee and outer 
quadriceps provide additonal warmth and excellent moisture 
management. 
Elastic waist with drawstring.
Low profile flatlock stitiching, hidden internal key pocket



_0400796_
CARDIO TECH TOP

_0400797_
CARDIO TECH TIGHT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_274_

_274_

_168_

_002_

_091_

_091_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  340 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  264 gr
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Great layering in a warm fast top.

Extra warmth in a stretch fitted tight.

CONCEPT:
Easy to wear for extra warmth.  Updated Thermodrytex Plus 
fabric has optimal stretch, great moisture management and 
warmth. Great for layering in cold conditions or worn alone in 
the spring sunshine.

FEATURES:
Lightly brushed inside for moisture wicking and warmth.  
1/2 zip front, flat lock stitching and zip chest pocket. 
Highly elastic fabric offers great fit and freedom of movement 
with light support.

CONCEPT:
Thermodrytex Plus fabric has optimal stretch, great moisture 
management, light support and warmth. Great for everyday 
skiing or as a warmer layer for racing. Close stretch fit that can 
be used as an inner layer in the coldest conditions. An everyday 
favourite with excellent fit, great breathability, warmth and 
excellent stretch.

FEATURES:
Lightly brushed inside for moisture wicking and warmth. 
Thermodrytex Plus fabirc with flat lock stitching.
Elastic waistband with drawcord.
Extra warmth with lined knee area.
Ankle elastic with silicone. Inside key pocket.
Reflective highlights.





_0400838_
CARDIO WIND JACKET

_0400839_
CARDIO WIND PANT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_043_

_250_

_002_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  265 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  gr

SPORTWIND SHELL

SPORTWIND SHELL
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Versatitle top for a wide range of winter aerobic activities

Multipurpose pant for moving fast

CONCEPT:
Light and versatile protection that combines a close technical fit 
with strategically placed wind protection. The result is a super 
lightweight jacket that fits and feels amost like a stretch top but 
has the warmth of a traditional softshell jacket.  Designed for 
multi-sport skiers that will enjoy the performance on the ski 
trails but that also can use it for other winter activites. Full front 
wind protection plus partial protection on sleeves and shoulders. 
Inner layer of thermal protection under wind resitant outer with 
thicker brushed TDT XP in critical areas and open mesh lining 
on lower front and wrist areas.  Highly breathable fabric inserts 
on sleeves and back.

FEATURES:
Wind Shell Sport 
TDT XP
Reflective front zip
2 side pockets elastic binding on waist and cuffs 
Rear reflective accents 

CONCEPT:
Designed with the idea that you should be able to do mutliple 
winter activies with the same apparel.  Whether your goal is just 
to get outside, stay fit or get your heart rate up.  This versatile 
pant will get you there.  On the snow or even while running the 
close fitting inner tight will keep you warm and move with you 
while the Warm Shell Sport over short will provide extra wind 
protection and a progressive style.

FEATURES:
Wind Shell Sport over short 
Stretch mesh rear waist and inner leg gusset for range of 
movement and breathabiltiy
Elastic waist with drawstring. 
Elastic ankle with silicone  side zip pocket 
TDT XP  Front and Rear reflective accents 





_SAINT BARTHELEMY - AOSTA_
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_0400786_
ENGADIN WIND JACKET

_0400844_
ENGADIN WIND VEST

FABRICS

FABRICS

_109_

_168_ _274_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  447 gr

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /   328 gr

_168_

_109_

Easy to wear, dependable high value jacket.

Great for a little extra warmth where you need it

CONCEPT:
Vests are a favorite of our National Team racers, we have 
adapted the fit and styling for those that take the time to enjoy 
the winter scenery.

FEATURES:
Microshell light softshell fabric with a light mesh front lining 
combined with TDT XP brushed fabric for versatility.
Looser cut and stretch fabrics offer a great range of motion and 
space for an extra layer on colder days.
2 side zip pockets with easy to grap cord pullers.                                                                                                                                         
Elastic drawcord on hem.

CONCEPT:
An update to our popular Engadin jacket.  Light softshell 
constuction combined with TDTxp for  breathability. Good nordic 
ski apparel should let you have fun skiing and forget about what 
you are wearing. The Engadin Jacket offers a relaxed fit, wind 
protection where you need it, highly breathable back and sleeve 
inserts so that you can enjoy your ski. Slighty looser allows for an 
extra layer on colder days.

FEATURES:
Microshell light softshell fabric with a light mesh front lining 
combined with TDT XP brushed fabric for versatility.
Looser cut and stretch fabrics offer a great range of motion and 
space for an extra layer on colder days.  
2 sde zip pockets with easy to grap cord pullers. 
Elastic drawcord on hem. 



_0400787_
ENGADIN WIND PANT

_0400406_
TDT XP TIGHT

_0400405_
TDT + TIGHT

FABRICS

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_002_

_002_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  361 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC

FIT/ ERGONOMIC

SIZE / XS - 3XL

SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  229 gr

WEIGHT /  259 gr

41

An everyday classic windfront pant

Simple and versatile warm winter tight

Soft, warm and elastic make a good fitting comfortable 
tight

CONCEPT:
Clean technical styling combined with a semi-fitted cut, stretch 
fabrics and nice details and solid value make this a favorite. Total 
front wind protection with brushed back panel make this warm 
and versatile.

CONCEPT:
Great value, solid construction and for extra warmth.

CONCEPT:
Our classic winter tight with highly elastic extra thick brushed 
Thermodrytex Plus + fabric.

FEATURES:
Front Microshell Stretch fabric is highly elastic and completely 
windproof.
Gusseted ankle openings with camlock zips  
Elastic ankle with gripper  
Waist elastic with drawstring make this pant even easier to wear. 
2 side zipped pockets with easy to grap cord pullers. 
Reflective accents.

FEATURES:
TDT XP is a little lighter brushed fabric which is hightly elastic.
Drawstring waist. Inside key pocket.
Inside key pocket.

FEATURES:
Easy to wear either alone or as a layering piece. 
Thermodrytex Plus fabric is durable, elastic and warm.
Drawstring waist.
Inside pocket.
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_0800284_
2ND SKIN LS ZIP TOP

_0800280_
2ND SKIN LS TOP

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_002_

_051_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / S / M -L / XL-XXL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  158 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / S / M -L / XL-XXL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  145 gr

POLYPROPYLENE  - POLYESTER

POLYPROPYLENE  - POLYESTER

FEATURES:
Slightly higher collar for increased warmth
Front camlock zip for thermoregulation
Internal zipper flap for comfort and warmth
Light compression fit Dryarn® Polypropylene and polyester for 
excellent moisture wicking and fast drying.
Stretch seamless construction for perfect fit, comfort and 
support
Main body in piqué structure that increases warmth while 
offering light support and excellent moisture wicking 
Shoulder and elbow inserts in higher loft structure that 
increases insulation with trapped air combined with excellent 
breathability and moisture management 
Lighter mesh arm and back inserts for enhanced breathability

FEATURES:
Light compression fit Dryarn® Polypropylene and polyester for 
excellent moisture wicking and fast drying.
Stretch seamless construction for perfect fit, comfort and 
support
Main body in piqué structure that increases warmth while 
offering light support and excellent moisture wicking 
Shoulder and elbow inserts in higher loft structure that 
increases insulation with trapped air combined with excellent 
breathability and moisture management 
Lighter mesh arm and back inserts for enhanced breathability

CONCEPT:
Midweight top with great wicking, comfort and zip for adjustability 

CONCEPT:
Great next to skin layer for colder days



_0800286_
2ND SKIN T-SHIRT

_0800281_
2ND SKIN TIGHT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_002_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / S / M -L / XL-XXL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  116 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / S / M -L / XL-XXL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  117 gr

POLYPROPYLENE  - POLYESTER

POLYPROPYLENE  - POLYESTER

45

FEATURES:
Light compression fit Dryarn® Polypropylene and polyester for 
excellent moisture wicking and fast drying.
Stretch seamless construction for perfect fit, comfort and 
support
Main body in piqué structure that increases warmth while 
offering light support and excellent moisture wicking 
Shoulder inserts in higher loft structure that increases 
insulation with trapped air combined with excellent breathability 
and moisture management 
Lighter mesh back inserts for enhanced breathability

FEATURES:
Light compression fit Dryarn® Polypropylene and polyester for 
excellent moisture wicking and fast drying.
Stretch seamless construction for perfect fit, comfort and 
support
Main leg construction in piqué structure that increases warmth 
while offering light support and excellent moisture wicking
Knee inserts in higher loft structure that increases insulation 
with trapped air combined with optimal stretch and moisture 
management 
Rear waist and lower leg inserts for enhanced breathability 
Elastic waist

CONCEPT:
Short sleeve top that has seamless comfort and high 
performance fabric

CONCEPT:
Adds extra warmth under any pant or tight without 
compromising breathability



_0800282_
2ND SKIN LS  TOP W

_0800288_
2ND SKIN LS TOP KID

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_002_

_515_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS / S-M  / L-XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  129gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / 6Y - 14Y

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /   80 gr

POLYPROPYLENE  - POLYESTER

POLYAMIDE  - POLYESTER

FEATURES:
Women’s specific fit and styling
Light compression fit Dryarn® Polypropylene and polyester for 
excellent moisture wicking and fast drying.
Stretch seamless construction for perfect fit, comfort and 
support
Main body in piqué structure that increases warmth while 
offering light support and excellent moisture wicking 
Shoulder and elbow inserts in higher loft structure that 
increases insulation with trapped air combined with excellent 
breathability and moisture management 

FEATURES:
Junior’s specific fit
Light compression fit Polyamide and Polypropylene and 
polyester for moisture wicking and fast drying.
Stretch seamless construction for perfect fit, comfort and 
support
Main body that increases warmth while offering light support 
and moisture wicking 
Shoulder and elbow inserts in higher loft structure that 
increases insulation, breathability and moisture management 
Lighter mesh arm and back inserts for enhanced breathability

CONCEPT:
Flattering Women’s specific silhouette with a true technical 
construction

CONCEPT:
High performance seamless top for the next generation



_0800287_
2ND SKIN T-SHIRT W

_0800283_
2ND SKIN TIGHT W

_0800289_
2ND SKIN TIGHT KID

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_002_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS / S-M  / L-XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  104 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS / S-M  / L-XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  108 gr

POLYPROPYLENE  - POLYESTER

POLYPROPYLENE  - POLYESTER

FABRICS

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / 6Y - 14Y

WEIGHT /  75 gr

POLYPROPYLENE  - POLYESTER

47

FEATURES:
Women’s specific fit and styling
Light compression fit Dryarn® Polypropylene and polyester for 
excellent moisture wicking and fast drying.
Stretch seamless construction for perfect fit, comfort and 
support
Main body in piqué structure that increases warmth while 
offering light support and excellent moisture wicking 
Shoulder inserts in higher loft structure that increases 
insulation with trapped air combined with excellent breathability 
and moisture management 

FEATURES:
Light compression fit Dryarn® Polypropylene and polyester for 
excellent moisture wicking and fast drying.
 Stretch seamless construction for perfect fit, comfort and 
support
Main leg construction in piqué structure that increases warmth 
while offering light support and excellent moisture wicking
 Knee inserts in higher loft structure that increases insulation 
with trapped air combined with optimal stretch and moisture 
management 
 Rear waist and lower leg inserts for enhanced breathability 
Elastic waist

CONCEPT:
Great base layer for transition days 

CONCEPT:
Extra warmth and comfort in a technical seamless fabric that 
offers great moisture management



_0800296_
TD MID LS ZIP  TOP

_0800290_
TD MID LS TOP

_0800294_
TD MID LS TOP KID

FABRICS

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_002_

_002_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  151gr

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  145 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / 6Y- 14Y

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  86 gr

TECDRY MID

TECDRY MID

TECDRY MID

FEATURES:
Front camlock zipper
Slightly higher collar for increased thermal protection
Flatlock stitching and chin flap for comfort
Stretch construction with proprietary brushed TecDry Mid for 
wamth and cold weather performance

FEATURES:
Flatlock stitching for comfort
Stretch construction with lightly brushed TecDry Mid for wamth 
and cold weather performance

FEATURES:
Junior fit and sizing
Flatlock stitching for comfort
Stretch construction with brushed TecDry Thermo for wamth 
and cold weather performance

CONCEPT:
Designed for cold winter days, comfortable and warm, you won’t 
want to take it off 

CONCEPT:
Optimal wicking and warmth in a classic construction

CONCEPT:
Techincal top for junior skiers



_0800298_
TD MID T-SHIRT

_0800291_
TD MID TIGHT

_0800295_
TD MID TIGHT KID

FABRICS

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_002_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  114 gr

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  127 gr

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / 6Y - 14Y

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  88 gr

TECDRY MID

TECDRY MID

TECDRY MID 49

FEATURES:
Flatlock stitching for comfort
Stretch construction with lightly brushed TecDry Mid for wamth, 
wicking and all weather performance

FEATURES:
Flatlock stitching for comfort
Stretch construction with lightly brushed TecDry Mid for wamth 
and cold weather performance

FEATURES:
Junior fit and sizing
Flatlock stitching for comfort Stretch construction with brushed 
TecDryThermo for wam- th and cold weather performance
Stretch construction with brushed TecDry Thermo for wamth 
and cold weather       performance

CONCEPT:
Great for any activity as a base layer or even alone on warmer 
days

CONCEPT:
Great next to skin feel offers form fitting comfort and excellent 
thermo regulation

CONCEPT:
Designed to keep kids warm



_0800297_
TD MIDLS ZIP TOP W

_0800292_
TD MID LS TOP W

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_002_

_515_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  116 gr

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  95 gr

TECDRY MID

TECDRY MID

FEATURES:
Women’s specific fit and design Front camlock zipper
Slightly higher collar for increased thermal protection
Flatlock stitching and chin flap for comfort
Stretch construction with proprietary brushed TecDry Mid for 
wamth and cold weather performance

FEATURES:
Womens specific fit
Flatlock stitching for comfort
Stretch construction with brushed TecDry Mid for wamth and 
cold weather performance

CONCEPT:
Functional construction with superior warmth and mositure 
management and next to skin comfort

CONCEPT:
Easy to wear next to skin layer for every winter activity



_0800293_
TD MID TIGHT W

FABRICS

_002_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  116 gr

TECDRY MID

51

FEATURES:
Womens specific fit
Flatlock stitching for comfort
Stretch construction with brushed TecDry Thermo for wamth 
and cold weather performance

CONCEPT:
Women’s specific tight for added warmth



_0800300_
BOSCONERO ZIP TOP

_0800301_
BOSCONERO ZIP TOP W

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_002_

_515_

_250_

_250_

_274_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  287 gr

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  221 gr

TECDRY THERMO

TECDRY THERMO

FEATURES:
Front camlock zipper Flatlock stitching for stretch and comfort 
Stretch construction with brushed TecDry Thermo for wamth 
and cold weather performance Flatlockstitchingforstretchand 
comfort
Stretch construction with brushed TecDry Thermo for wamth 
and cold weather performance

FEATURES:
Women’s specific fit and styling
Front camlock zipper
Slightly higher collar for increased thermal protection
Flatlock stitching and chin flap for comfort
Stretch construction with proprietary brushed TecDry Mid for 
wamth and cold weather per- formanceWomens specific fit 
and styling

CONCEPT:
Versatile top can be worn anyway or anywhere you go in winter

CONCEPT:
Flattering women’s top great next to skin or as an extra 
insulating layer



_0800315_
BOSCONERO ZIP TOP KID

FABRICS

_274_

_515_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / 6Y - 14Y

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /   188 gr

TECDRY THERMO

53

FEATURES:
Junior’s specific fit
Front camlock zipper Flatlock stitching for stretch and comfort 
Stretch construction with brushed TecDry Thermo for wamth 
and cold weather performance 
Flat lock stitching for stretch and comfort
Stretch construction with brushed TecDry Thermo for wamth 
and cold weather performance

CONCEPT:
Mid layer for kids  with extra soft inner face



_0800304_
TERRA ZIP HOODY

FABRICS

_168_

_043_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 3XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  243 gr

DRY WOOL TEC

FEATURES:
Hood for extra warmth when needed 2 side zip pockets
Full front zipper
Flatlock stitching for enhanced comfort
Elastic finishing on hood and chin flap for comfort
Techinical fabric combining  moisture management of 
polypropylene with the warmth of Merino  wool

CONCEPT:
Distinctive top combines modern style with funtionality



_0800305_
TERRA ZIP HOODY W

FABRICS

_168_

_043_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  200 gr

DRY WOOL TEC

55

FEATURES:
Hood for extra warmth when needed
2 side zip pockets
Full front zipper
Flatlock stitching for enhanced comfort.
Elastic finishing on hood and chin flap for comfort
Techinical fabric combining  moisture management of 
polypropylene with the warmth of Merino  wool

CONCEPT:
Elegant top that adds a stylish look to your next outing
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_0400870_
DORO WS JACKET

_0400871_
DORO WS PANT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  371 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  324 gr

_002_

4 WAY WARM

4 WAY WARM

4 WAY MID

Doro Style for our Apex W’s Jacket

Elegant and warm

CONCEPT:
Extra warm Women’s Gore Windstopper® softshell jacket. 
Tested and developed with Dorothea Wierer and the Italian 
National Ski and Biathlon teams. Distinctive feminine Doro Style. 
Carefully tailored fit that is perfectly adapted to performance 
skiers. 

FEATURES:
Stretch ThermoDrytex back and arm inserts eliminate excess 
heat and offer great range of movement.
Gore Windstopper® 4-Way Warm offers full windproof 
protection with an extra warm fleece on the inside.
Reflective printing on back.
Double cuff for improved comfort.                                                                                                                                         
Two zipped pockets.

CONCEPT:
Extra warm pant with Gore Windstopper® front panel and 
brushed Thermodrytex rear panels for the coldest training days 
or warming up. Ergonomic fit and stretch materials for optimal 
comfort.

FEATURES:
Brushed Gore Windstopper® 4-Way Warm front combined 
Thermodrytex Plus back. 
 3/4 length side 2 way zips for quick removal or for ventilation.
Hidden non-zip rear pocket



_0400842_
DORO  TOP

_0400843_
DORO  TIGHT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_002_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  187 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  153 gr

TX

TX

59

Fast and graceful with distinctive Doro Style

Refined feminine styling meets pure performance

CONCEPT:
Identitcal construction to the race winning Italian National Team 
top worn by Dorothea Wierer.  New generation of fabric provides 
excellent combination of support, freedom of movement and 
climate management.  Doro Style signature design will add a 
refined style to your next ski.

CONCEPT:
Dorothea’s choice for a lightning fast race tight with a 
sosphisticated feminine style. Tested and proven on the World 
Cup circuit.

FEATURES:
New SpeedTech TX fabric for excellent moisture managment 
and muscle support.  Fewer seams for improved comfort and 
aerodynamics. Elastic hem with silicone grip.

FEATURES:
One piece construction for comfort and aerodynamics. Stretch 
fabric offers great muscle support, excellent range of movement 
and optimal moisture management. Fine surface structure 
of the SpeedTech TX fabric enhances on the body feel and 
moisture transfer.  Elastic waist with drawstring. Ankle elastic 
with silicone grip.





_0400822_
RYTHMO EVO W  PUFFY

_0400873_
DORO  HAT

_0400874_
DORO  HEADBAND

FABRICS

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  235 gr

SIZE / UNISIZE

SIZE / UNISIZE

92% POLIESTERE - 8% ELASTAN

THERMORE CLASSIC 40

SPORTWIND SHELL

61

Extra warmth, comfort and style

Womens specific hat with a unique feminine design

Just enough for the warmer days

CONCEPT:
Elegant and progressive styling in a highly verastile technical 
garment.  The Team Italia version is often worn by Dorothea 
Wierer on colder days or on the way to the podium.  A great way 
to add additional warmth to your core area without restircting 
arm movement.  3 layer construction with wind and snow 
repellent outer, Thermore Classic insulation and breathable 
mesh lining. 

FEATURES:
Excellent warmth to weight ratio with 40g Thermore Classic 
insulation. Brushed, stretch ThermoDrytex inserts on side and 
arms for increased comfort and thermo regulation. Full front zip 
and 2 zip side pockets. Lightly insulated hood is perfect for extra 
warmth when you start out or if the wind picks up.

FEATURES:
Graceful Doro Style hat in with Thermo Dynamic fabric 
combined with mesh inner lining
Excellent moisture wicking, great comfort, warmth and a unique 
style

FEATURES:
Lightly brushed headband for a little extra warmth and style.





_0400743_
APEX EVO LADY WS  JACKET

_0400744_
APEX  LADY WS  TRAINING PANT 

FABRICS

FABRICS

_043_

_043__002_

_167_ _102_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC

FIT/ ERGONOMIC

SIZE / XS - 2XL

SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  376 gr

WEIGHT /  326 gr

4 WAY WARM 4 WAY MID

4 WAY WARM

63

Extra warm, high performance Women’s jacket

Perfect for colder conditions or as a warm up pant.

CONCEPT:
Our warmest Women’s Gore Windstopper® softshell jacket. 
Designed for warmth and wind protection on the coldest days. 
Carefully tailored fit that is perfectly adapted to performance 
skiers. Feminine styling with World Cup level performance.

CONCEPT:
Extra warm pant with Gore Windstopper® front panel and 
brushed Thermodrytex rear panels for the coldest training days 
or warming up. Ergonomic fit and stretch materials for optimal 
comfort.

FEATURES:
Stretch ThermoDrytex back and arm inserts eliminate excess 
heat and offer great range of movement.
Gore Windstopper® 4-Way Warm offers full windproof 
protection with an extra warm fleece on the inside. 
Reflective printing on back.    
Double cuff for improved comfort.                                                                                                                                         
Two zipped pockets.

FEATURES:
Brushed Gore Windstopper® 4-Way Warm 
front combined Thermodrytex Plus back.                                                                                                                      
3/4 length side 2 way zips for quick removal or for ventilation.
Hidden non-zip rear pocket
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_0400826_
RYTHMO W JACKET

_0400827_
RYTHMO W PANT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_043_

_043_

_167_ _515_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  340 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  248 gr

_167_

Update of our popular Women’s jacket that combines function 
and fashion

Seriously warm ski pant with a touch of fun

CONCEPT:
Fresh new design for this versatile jacket with a distictive 
feminine design. Progressive styling in a high performing 
construction that combines wind and cold weather protection 
with excellent breathability. Softshell construction with Thermo 
Drytex sleeve and back inserts for thermoregulation. Soft 
Shield fabric features brushed inner for warmth with partial air 
permeability which accellerates moisture transfer.

FEATURES:
Brushed Soft Shield on front and hood as well as arm and 
shoulder inserts for wind protection, warmth and breathability. 
Lightly elastic fabric for excellent fit and comfort.
2 zipped front pockets.
Preshaped hood lays flat when skiing actively but offers extra 
winter protection in the coldest conditions.
Full front YKK® Vislon zipper for ease of use even in cold 
conditions.

CONCEPT:
Versatile pant with progressive styling offering excellent 
protection from the wind and cold. Windfront softshell pant with 
great fit and true winter warmth.

FEATURES:
Softshell constuction with Soft Shield front and Thermodrytex 
Plus rear inserts for additional stretch, great breathability with 
a brushed lining for warmth.
Brushed fleece Soft Shield front offers great wind protection, 
breathability and stretch.
2 zipped front pockets.
Zipped ankle openings wth silicone ankle grippers.
Elastic waist with draw cord.



_0400828_
RYTHMO W  TOP

_0400829_
RYTHMO W  TIGHT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_043_

_515_ _167_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  255 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  205 gr

_167_

_043_

67

Versatile and warm top that will brighten any ski

Crazy warm and comfortable

CONCEPT:
Flattering style combined with excellent comfort and warmth. 
Thermo Drytex top has a brushed fleecy inside for warmth, 
great stretch and moisture wicking. Feminine details and cozy 
warmth make this a favorite.  Great as a mid layer but stylish 
enough that it can be worn alone on spring days.

CONCEPT:
Show your style with this warm, comfortable tight with excellent 
fit, great breathability, optimal stretch and brushed inside.  
Bold feminine pattern also matches nicely with our Women’s 
overshort or skirt.

FEATURES:
Higher lined collar for extra warmth.
Full front zip.
Printed side inserts improve fit and create enhance the feminine 
styling.
1 zipped back pocket.

FEATURES:
Full Thermodrytex plus construction for warmth, comfort and 
breathability
Comfort waistband with drawcord
Elastic ankle opening
Inside key pocket



_0400822_
RYTHMO EVO W PUFFY

FABRICS

_043_

_515_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  235 gr

SPORTWIND SHELL

THERMORE CLASSIC 40

A new generation outer layer with a fresh feminine style

CONCEPT:
A favorite of the Italian National Ski team Women for training 
and  warming up with a progressvie look. A great way to add 
additional warmth to your core area with out restricting arm 
movement.  Completely updated, we have developed this 
jacket to offer even more versatility as a warm up jacket, extra 
insualtion on extremely cold days or for après- skiing. 3 layer 
construction with wind and snow repellent outer, Thermore 
Classic insulation and breathable mesh lining. 

FEATURES:
Excellent warmth to weight ratio with 40g Thermore Classic 
insulation. 
Wind Shell Sport main fabric combines excellent protection 
from the elements with breathability.
Brushed, stretch ThermoDrytex inserts on side and arms for 
increased comfort and thermo regulation.
Full front zip and 2 zip side pockets.
LIghtly insulated hood is perfect for extra warmth when you start 
out or if the wind picks up.



_0400823_
RYTHMO  SKIRT

_0400830_
RYTHMO W  SHORT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_043_

_515_

_515_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  113 gr

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  186 gr

_043_

SPORTWIND SHELL

THERMORE CLASSIC 40
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An update on our popular winter over skirt for even better fit 
and feel with a great feminine look

Functional overshort is as fun as it is feminine

CONCEPT:
An update our Women’s ski skirt that is flattering, easy to wear 
fit for extra warmth. Designed to be worn over tights adding 
insulation and an athletic feminine style. Perfect as an elegant 
warm up layer or just for additional warmth on the trails with 
a distinctive style. Shorter front length, elastic brushed TDT xp 
inserts for increased range of motion and comfortable fit. TDT 
xp waist with internal elastic. 

CONCEPT:
Women’s specific overshort which is just perfect over race tights 
or on the coldest skis. Wind resistant brushed elastic softshell 
on front and back. FIne tuned with the Italian National Team. 
Above the knee cut for maximum range of movement.  

FEATURES:
Full side zip for easy removal.
40g Thermore Classic insulation which is light and warm. 
Wind Shell Sport main fabric offers an optimal combination of 
protection and breathability.
Mesh lined for increased breathability.
33 cm front length and 35cm back length.
Lightly elastic waist.
Front zipped pocket.

FEATURES:
Mid weight fleece back softshell with brushed Thermodrytex 
inserts for even more stretch.
Full side zips so that it can be put on or taken off quickly and 
easily.
Elastic waist with drawstring.
Zip front pocket. 17cm inseam.





_0400782_
XPLORE W JACKET

_0400783_
XPLORE W PANT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_167_

_002_

_168_

FIT/ REGULAR

FIT/ REGULAR

SIZE / XS - 2XL

SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  348 gr

WEIGHT / 265 gr

SOFT PROTEC STRETCH

FLEX TEX

SOFT PROTEC STRETCH

FLEX TEX

ECODOWN®
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Verstile multi-activity Women’s jacket.

Perfect for all of your snowy adventures.

CONCEPT:
Versatile, warm and feminine jacket perfect on or off trails  
Strategicaly placed Thermore Ecodown insulation combined 
with Soft Protect Stretch fabric for wind and light snow 
protection.  Great for exploring in winter.

CONCEPT:
Women’s pant that offers a little extra warmth and wind 
protection.  Semi-fitted pant offers versatile syling and features 
that will quickly become a favorite of skiers who want a resilient 
and adaptable pant for nordic skiing and other winter activities.

FEATURES:
High performance weather protection with warmth and 
breathability. 
SoftProtec Stretch outer fabric is elastic, highly wind resistant, 
water repellent and very breathable. 
Thermore Ecodown 80g insulation on front and shoulders  for 
breathable warmth. 
Lined hood for extra weather protection.   
Mesh lined for accelerated moisture transfer.  
Thermodrytex Plus back inserts for moisture management. 
2 side zipped pockets. 
Internal front zip flap. 

FEATURES:
Rugged layered construction combines high performance 
weather protection with breathability.  
SoftProtec Stretch outer fabric is elastic, highly wind resistant, 
water repellent and very breathable. 
FlexTex inserts on legs and on sit area offers wind and snow 
protection with increased abrasion resitance.  
Mesh lined  for accelerated moisture transfer.  
Thermodrytex Plus back inserts for moisture management. 
2 side zipped pockets. 
Elastic waist band with drawcord.





_PASSO STELVIO_

_VIRGINIA DE MARTIN_

SQUADRA W
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_0400833_
SQUADRA W JACKET

_0400837_
SQUADRA W  VEST

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_043_ _515_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  297 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  205 gr

_515_

_002_

_043_

4 WAY MID

4 WAY MID

Updated design for a fresh athletic style with Gore 
Windstopper® protection.

Great layering option with Gore Windstopper® front

CONCEPT:
An update on a training favorite that adds a little extra warmth 
where you need it most. Feminine styling that works well with 
our other Women’s tops.

FEATURES:
Gore Windstopper® 4 Way mid combined with TDT xp  
Full front YKK® Vislon zip for easy adjusment
Double layer collar offers extra warmth and a comfortable fit
2 side zipped pockets
TDT xp back inserts for moisture management
Elastic waist with silicone grip

CONCEPT:
Designed for a wide range of skiers looking for reliable 
protection, athletic styling and a great warmth to weight ratio.  
Gore Windstopper® 4 Way Mid is a versatile fabric that offers a 
fleece lining for light insulation, wind protection and breathability.

FEATURES:
Gore Windstopper® 4 Way mid combined with TDT xp  
Full front YKK® Vislon zip for easy adjusment Internal storm 
flap to keep out the winter wind 
Double layer collar offers extra warmth and a comfortable fit  
2 side zipped pockets 
TDT xp back and arm inserts for moisture management  
Elastic waist with silicone grip
Clean finished cuffs with stretch binding



_0400834_
SQUADRA W PANT

FABRICS

_002_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  254 gr

_167_

4 WAY MID
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Going fast or just cruising along the new Squadra pant will 
take you there
CONCEPT:
4- Way Mid Gore Windstopper® front panel and brushed elastic 
rear panels perfect for moving fact in cold weather. Tailored 
Women’s fit is designed for high intensity skiing with enough 
room to allow for layering options.

FEATURES:
Brushed Gore Windstopper® front combined with TDT XP 
back.
Side ankle zips 
Elastic waist with drawstring.                                                                                                                                      
Ankle elastic with silicone grip.



_0400810_
CARDIO TECH TOP W 

FABRICS

_002_

_167_

_515_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  246 gr

Easy to wear cosy fitted top.

CONCEPT:
Feminine fit and styling. Easy to wear for extra warmth.  Updated 
Thermodrytex Plus fabric has optimal stretch, great moisture 
management and warmth. Great for layering in cold conditions 
or worn over a base layer on warmer days. 

FEATURES:
Lightly brushed inside for moisture wicking and warmth. 
Updated Thermodrytex Plus construction, flat lock stitching.
 Elastic waistband with drawcord. 
Extra warmth with lined knee area.
 Ankle elastic with silicone. 
Inside key pocket. 
Reflective highlights.  



_0400747_
CARDIO EVO TECH TIGHT W

FABRICS

_002_

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  236 gr

_515_
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Warm, comfortable tight with a flattering style

CONCEPT:
Feminine styling with excellent fit, great breathability, optimal 
stretch and brushed inside for warmth and comfort.

FEATURES:
Full Thermodrytex plus construction, flat lock stitching. Comfort 
waistband with drawcord. Extra warmth with lined knee area. 
Ankle elastic with silicone. Inside key pocket. reflective highlights.





_VAL DI RHEMES - AOSTA_
ENGADIN  W
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_0400788_
ENGADIN W WIND JACKET 

FABRICS

_002_

_095_

_043_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  360 gr

High value jacket with extra flair

CONCEPT:
Versatile Women’s jacket with a fresh feminine style. Crisp 
winter air, snowy landscapes and groomed trails are waiting. 
Great feminine styling, solid value and functional comfort. Light 
soft shell lined front and TDT XP for for moisture management 
and lightweight warmth. Slightly more relaxed fit for extra 
coverage and layering on colder days.

FEATURES:
Microshell light softshell fabric with a light mesh front lining 
combined with TDT XP brushed fabric for versatility.
Looser cut and stretch fabrics offer a great range of movement. 
2 front side zipped pockets with easy to grap cord puller. 
Full front zip internal flap. 



_0400789_
ENGADIN W PANT

_0400510_
SNOW FLAKE PANT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_002_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  333 gr

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  318 gr

4 WAY WARM
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Dependable Women’s windfront pant.

Great fit with Gore Windstopper® protection.

CONCEPT:
Reliable performance and easy to wear fit make this a high 
value favorite. Relaxed fit, stretch fabrics and attention to the 
details with light softshell front wind protection with brushed 
back panel make this warm and versatile.

CONCEPT:
Flattering fit and proven fabrics have made this pant a 
favorite. Just the right balance between the cozy warm Gore 
Windstopper 4-Way Warm and the stretch TDTxp make this 
easy to wear and very adaptable to different weather as well as 
to different body types.

FEATURES:
Front Microshell Stretch fabric is highly elastic and completely 
windproof.
Gusseted ankle openings with camlock zips 
Elastic ankle with gripper  
Waist elastic with drawstring make this pant even easier to wear. 
2 concealed side zipped pockets with easy to grap cord pullers.  
Reflective accents.

FEATURES:
Construction details include two zip pockets 
Elastic waist and lower leg reflective piping inserts.





_0400856_
TEAM JACKET JUNIOR

_0400720_
KID’S LIGHT SOFTSHELL JACKET

FABRICS

FABRICS

_515_

_187_ _002_

_002_

_374_

FIT/ REGULAR

FIT/ ERGONOMIC

SIZE / 6Y-14Y

SIZE / 6Y-14Y

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /   280 gr

WEIGHT / 208 gr
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Versatile midweight junior jacket

Perfect for fast moving future champions.

CONCEPT:
Great for any fast moving winter activities.  This is an update on 
our Kid’s Softshell jacket that is equally at home on the ski trails 
or cool weather bike rides.

CONCEPT:
Lighter techncial junior softshell jacket designed for actvie 
nordic skiing. Kids specific model that offers great wind and 
winter protection with the Wind Shield fabric combined with TDT 
xp for breathability and brushed inner for light insulation. Mesh 
lined front for moisture management. Full stretch construction 
for excellent range of movement. Versatile construction offers 
wind protection, light insulation and breathabilty to adapt to 
different exertion levels.

FEATURES:
Extra warm, windproof brushed softshell fabric on front and 
shoulders
TDT XP for breathability and extra stretch on back and arm 
inserts
Zip rear and hidden side pocket for a snack an extra pair of 
gloves

FEATURES:
Highly stretch Windshield fabric for wind protection. 
Great moisture management with breathable TDTxp arm side 
and back inserts.
2 zip front pockets.
Waist elastic with silicone gripper.
Easy to grab cord pullers with reflective accents.



_0400857_
TEAM PANT JUNIOR

_0400792_
KID’S APEX  PANT

FABRICS

FABRICS

_187_
_002_

_002_

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / 6Y-14Y

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /   203 gr

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / 6Y-14Y

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  232 gr

4 WAY LIGHT4 WAY WARM

High in warmth and value

Extra warm junior pant with great fit, comfort and protection 
from the winter elements

CONCEPT:
World cup level junior pant with Gore Windstopper®  4- Way 
Warm front panel and brushed elastic rear panels for the coldest 
training days or warming up.

FEATURES:
Brushed Windstopper® front combined Thermodrytex Plus 
back.
3/4 length side 2 way zips for quick removal or for ventilation. 
Elastic waist with drawcord.  
Silicone ankle elastic. 

CONCEPT:
Fleecy warm windproof soft shell front with a warm brushed 
back will keep kid’s warm whatever the weather

FEATURES:
Brushed Soft Shell front with
TDT xp back inserts 
Side ankle zips with internal flap 
Elastic waist with drawstring.



_0400793_
ENGADIN PANT JUNIOR

_0400794_
TDT+  TIGHT JUNIOR

_0400709_
SOLID TIGHT JUNIOR

_002_

_091_

_274_
_567_

FABRICS

FIT/ REGULAR SIZE / 6Y-14Y

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  244 gr

FABRICS

FABRICS

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / 6Y-14Y

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  171 gr

FIT/ ERGONOMIC SIZE / 6Y-14Y

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

WEIGHT /  151 gr

_002_
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Great value and wind protection.

Close fitting brushed junior tight.

High value fitted junior tight.

CONCEPT:
Clean styling on our poplular kid’s pant, stretch fabrics and nice 
details will quickly make this a favorite. Total front wind pro-
tection with brushed back panel make this warm and versatile.  

CONCEPT:
Extra warm stretch tight for juniors perfect alone or for layering 
on the coldest days.

CONCEPT:
Fully stretch thermal tight that offers great comfort, breathability 
and extra warmth alone or for layering.   

FEATURES:
Front Microshell Stretch fabric is highly elastic and completely 
windproof. 
Gusseted ankle openings with camlock zips  
Elastic ankle with gripper  
Waist elastic with drawstring make this pant even easier to wear.
2 side zipped pockets with easy to grap cord pullers. 
Reflective accents.

FEATURES:
Brushed ThermoDrytex Plus construction.  
Double layer knee for extra warmth
Elastic waist with draw cord  
Elastic silicone ankle grip.  

FEATURES:
Full TDTxp construction for stretch fit, comfort and warmth.   
Elastic waist with draw cord. 





_SAINT BARTHELEMY - AOSTA_

_GRETA LAURENT_

ACCESSORIES
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_0400761_
APEX RACE GLOVE

_0400762_
ENGADIN SOFTSHELL GLOVE

FABRICS

FABRICS

_201_

_002_

_002_

_187_

SIZE / XS - 2XL

SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

_274_

_091__179_

High performance warm race glove with softshell protection.

Lightweight wind protection.

FEATURES:
Light but warm glove with a close fit 
Perfect for training or racing.
Hybrid construction with
wind proof softhell on back of hand and breathable stretch 
inserts.
Clarino palm with silicone printing for extra durability.
Slightly longer cuff for great fit and thermal comfort.

FEATURES:
Great fit, reliable warmth and solid value. 
Windproof softshell construction with Clarino palm.
Fleece lining on back of hand for extra warmth. 
Elastic thermal fabric cuff for comfort and fit.
Extremely versatile for recreational to World Cup skiers.



_0400854_
ENGADIN  WARM GLOVE

_0400764_
SUBZERO GLOVE

_0400799_
SUBZERO MITTEN

FABRICS

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_091_

_160_

_002_

_179_

SIZE / XS - 2XL

SIZE / XS - 2XL

SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

SILVER

SILVER

WARM
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We’ve taken the simplicity of the Engadin glove and made it 
even warmer

Extra warm insulated glove.

Ultimate cold weather protection.

FEATURES:
All of the features of the popular and versatile Engadin glove with 
increased warmth and resistance to moisture      
Windproof softshell construction on back of hand and on the 
palm.
Warmer Softshell with thick fleece lining for additional 
insulation. 
Silicone printing on palm and fingers for pole grip and anti slip.             
Elastic thermal fabric cuff for comfort and fit

FEATURES:
Our warmest nordic ski glove. 
Full wind resistant softshell on back of hand combined with 
Clarino palm. 
Inner brushed lining for warmth and moisture management. 
60 Gram Primaloft Silver insulation on the back of hand for 
warmth even in the most arctic conditions.
Double stretch thermal cuff.
Silicone printing on palm for added durability

FEATURES:
Extreme temperature hand protection developed with input 
from our World Cup winning skiers.
Full wind resistant softshell on back of hand combined with 
Clarino palm. 
Inner brushed lining for warmth and moisture management.
60 Gram Primaloft Silver insulation on the back of hand for 
warmth even in the most arctic conditions.
Double stretch thermal cuff. 
Silicone printing on palm for added durability



_0400852_
WS ESSENTIAL XC GLOVE

_0400763_
LYCRA® RACE GLOVE

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_ _091_

_567_

_002_

SIZE / XS - 2XL

SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

_091_

_187_

4 WAY WARM

An update to our dependable Gore Windstopper® glove

Superfast extralight glove.

FEATURES:
Windstopper back with fleece inner for wind protection and 
insulation.
Synthetic palm with fleece lining.
Silicone printing on palm and fingers for grip.
Cuff with low profile hook and loop closure.
Reflective accents.

FEATURES:
Lightweight, highly breathable stretch construction for fast 
races or  warmer  weather. 
A favorite of our World Cup Skiers for ultra fast racing or warmer 
temperatures. 
Brushed fabric for light insulation and moisture management. 
Silicone printing on palm. 



_0400853_
STELLA WS W  GLOVE

_0400855_
KID’S WARM GLOVE

_0400766_
KID’S SOFTSHELL GLOVE

FABRICS

FABRICS

FABRICS

_515_

_168_

_515_

_274_

_179_

_091_ _274_ _567_

SIZE / XS - 2XL

SIZE / 6Y-14Y

SIZE / 6Y-14Y

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

4 WAY WARM

WARM
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Women’s specific glove with Gore Windstopper® protection

Extra warmth and snow protection for kids’ hands

High value junior glove.

FEATURES:
Gore Windstopper® back of hand with fleece inner for wind 
protection and insulation.
Synthetic palm with fleece lining.
Touch screen compatible finger.
Cuff with discrete hook and loop closure.

FEATURES:
We have taken the Kid’s softshell glove and increased the 
warmth and resistance to moisture      
Windproof and water resistant softshell construction on back of 
hand and on the palm.
Warmer Softshell with thick fleece lining for additional 
insulation.
Silicone printing on palm and fingers for pole grip and anti slip.             
Elastic thermal fabric cuff for comfort and fit. 

FEATURES:
Kids specific softshell glove with great fit, reliable warmth and 
solid value.
Windproof softshell construction with Clarino palm.
Fleece lining on back of hand for extra warmth.
Elastic thermal fabric cuff for comfort and fit.



_0400846_
SQUADRA RACE HAT

_0400858_
SQUADRA LIGHT RACE  HAT

_0400847_
SQUADRA  HEADBAND

FABRICS

FABRICS

_051_

_187_ _043_

_051_

_043_

_187_

SIZE / UNISIZE

SIZE / XS - 2XL

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

_187_

_043_

_051_

_101_

TX

FABRICS

SIZE / UNISIZE

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

Double layer construction in a clean fast design

 

Superlight one layer for warmer temperatures

Thin stretch headband will keep the wind off

FEATURES:
Light printed outer with inner mesh lining for increased warmth 
and moisture management.

FEATURES:
Specially developed for one of the fastest skiers in the world. 
Thin single layer construction keeps light wind off with minimal 
insulation.       

FEATURES:
Lightly brushed headband for a little extra warmth



_0400848_
RYTHMO HAT

_0400849_
RYTHMO KNIT HAT

_0400850_
RYTHMO WOMEN’S  HAT

FABRICS

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_109_

_167_

_515_

SIZE / UNISIZE

SIZE / UNISIZE

SIZE / UNISIZE

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

_168_ _515_

_043_

92% POLIESTERE - 8% ELASTAN

92% POLIESTERE - 8% ELASTAN

DRY WOOL TEC / MERINO WOOL NYLON
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Add a touch of style to any outfit or complete the Rythmo look

Fresh Rythmo style in a technical Women’s hat

Relaxed styling in a versatile hat

FEATURES:
Two layer construction with mid weight Thermo Dynamic 
combined with mesh inner lining. Excellent moisture wicking, 
great comfort, warmth and a unique style.

FEATURES:
Feminine styling in with Thermo Dynamic fabric combined with 
mesh inner lining
Excellent moisture wicking, great comfort, warmth and a 
unique style

FEATURES:
Double layer fabric construction has the look of a knit wool cap.  
Polypropylene inner layer wicks moisture to the  Merino wool 
outer with casual fit and style



_0400758_
WS COLD  HAT

_1101292_
WINDSTOPPER®  HEADBAND

_1101291_
WINDSTOPPER®  HELMET LINER

FABRICS

FABRICS

FABRICS

_168_

_091_

_274_

_567_

_002_

_002_

_091_

_091_

_567_

_567_

_187_

_187_

SIZE / UNISIZE

SIZE / UNISIZE

SIZE / UNISIZE

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

4 WAY WARM

4 WAY WARM

4 WAY WARM

Extra warmth and Gore Windstopper® protection.

Wind protection right where you need it.

Versatile Gore Windstopper® hat.

FEATURES:
Close fitting super comfortable hat for the coldest ski days. 
Gore Windstopper® softshell with thick inner fleece on front 
and sides combined with Thermodrytex Plus that is doubled 
over the ears. 
Flatlock stitiching.

FEATURES:
Windfront headband with brushed Gore Windstopper® on front. 
Extra warm brushed Thermodrytex on ears and back of head.

FEATURES:
Close fitting windfront cap with brushed Gore Windstopper® 
on front. 
Extra warm brushed Thermodrytex on ears and back of head.



_0400753_
EDGE CAP

_0400760_
THERMODRYTEX  KID’S HAT

_0400755_
THERMODRYTEX  HAT

_0400668_
EDGE  HEADBAND

FABRICS

FABRICS

FABRICS

FABRICS

_002_

_043_

_002_

_002_ _506_ _274_

_274_ _187__567_

_567_

_091_

_515_

_101_

_567_

SIZE / UNISIZE

SIZE / UNISIZE

SIZE / UNISIZE

SIZE / UNISIZE

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:
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Breathable, stretch construction with extra coverage.

Extra warmth in a simple design.

Thermodrytex performance in a traditional silhouette.

Racing style for future champions.

FEATURES:
Close fitting ergonomic hat in brushed Thermodrytex Plus for 
optimal warmth, comfort and mosture management. 
Double layer of fabric on lower area for extra warmth over ears. 
Flatlock stitiching.

FEATURES:
Brushed headband in Thermodrytex Plus for a little extra 
warmth where you need it most. 
Raw cut edges.

FEATURES:
Kids specific nordic ski hat with great fit, warmth and 
breathability.
Thermodrytex plus is brushed for warmth and offers excellent 
wicking.
Flatlock stiching, decorative hanging loop.

FEATURES:
Classic nordic ski hat with great fit and breathability. 
Thermodrytex plus is brushed for warmth and offers excellent 
moisture management.
 Flatlock stiching, decorative hanging loop.



_0800245_

_0800244_

2ND SKIN HEADWARMER

2ND SKIN HEADBAND

2ND SKIN NECKWARMER

2ND SKIN BALACLAVA

_0800247_

_0800246_

_002_

_002_

_002_

_002_ _250_ _515_

_567_

FABRICS

FABRICS

FABRICS

FABRICS

SIZE / UNISIZE

SIZE / UNISIZE

SIZE / UNISIZE

SIZE / UNISIZE

85% NYLON - 15% POLYESTER

85% NYLON - 15% POLYESTER

58% NYLON - 30% POLYESTER - 12% ELASTANE

58% NYLON - 30% POLYESTER - 12% ELASTANE

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

INSULATION:
WATER  PROTECTION:
WIND PROTECTION:
BREATHABILITY:

FEATURES:
Form fitting ultralight cap. 
Highly elastic seamless fabric is extemely breathable and 
provides light insulation.

FEATURES:
Form fitting ultralight headband in seamless Nylon/ polyester 
blend. 
Highly elastic seamless fabric is extremely breathable and pro-
vides light insulation for your ears or sweat absorption on your 
forehead.

FEATURES:
Seamless stretch fabric makes this neck warmer easy to wear 
and very comfortable.
Highly elastic seamless fabric is extemely breathable and 
provides light insulation.
 Very versatile it can be worn on your neck, pulled up for face 
protection or used as a headband or even as a cap.



2ND SKIN BALACLAVA

_0400628_
MERINO SHORT  S0CK

_0400845_
WOOL  S0CK

_1101837_
ARTIC 13  S0CK

_0400768_
BOTTLE BELT  PACK

FABRICS

FABRICS

_OO2_ _018_

_091_

_243_ _268_ _287_

FABRICS

SIZE / S : 36 - 39
               M/L: 40 - 43
                XL: 44 - 46

SIZE / S : 36 - 39
               M/L: 40 - 43
                XL: 44 - 46

SIZE / S : 36 - 39
               M/L: 40 - 43
                XL: 44 - 46

MERINO WOOL NYLON

40%poliestere 30%poliammide
20%elastan 10%polipropilene

65%PA 15%PP 15%WO 5%EA
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Super warm sock with clean, simple styling 

Optimal warmth and moisture management

Versatile sock with Merino wool for warmth.

FEATURES:
Merino wool for all weather warmth blended for increased 
elastic comfort, wicking and durability.
Instep and arch band for comfort and support.
Isolwool for added durability.
Padded toe and heel for comfort and warmth.
Total height 22cm.
65% wool, 20% elastane, 10% polypropylene, 5% polyamide.

FEATURES:
Wool, nylon and polypropylene construction helps keep feet 
warm and dry.  Polypropylene next to skin helps transfer water 
away from the feet.  Wool will retain insulation even when 
humid.  Variable thicknesses for optimal comfort, support and 
breathability.

FEATURES:
Mid height cuff combined with technical blend of synthetic fibers 
is highly resistant and offers excellent warmth even in humid 
conditions.  Internal terry helps transfer moisture and adds 
comfortable warmth.

FEATURES:
Zipped cargo compartment can fit a few extras like energy food, 
a spare pair of gloves or a phone and keys.  
Pocket has a key clip and internal mesh pocket.
Adjustable, mesh lined waist belt with small stretch insert for 
increased comfort.  
Angled bottle holder with semi-rigid support and elastic bottle 
retention cord for ease of use (bottle not included).
Wide, low profile front buckle for comfort and easy adjustability 
even with cold fingers. 
 Reflective highlights for increased visibility.

CONCEPT:
Ergonomic belt pack is perfect for carrying a little extra gear, 
food and your favorite bottle. Well suited for all of your skiing 
from leisure to training to long distance racing. Lightweight, with 
a roomy pocket and a semi-rigid bottle holder. 



GORE WINDSTOPPER®4-WAY WARM

GORE WINDSTOPPER®4-WAY MID

GORE WINDSTOPPER®  LIGHT TX

GORE WINDSTOPPER® 4-WAY LIGHT

POLARTEC® ALPHA® 60GR

PRIMALOFT® SILVER

THERMORE CLASSIC

THERMORE® ECODOWN®

AEROFLOW COMPRESS

Airflow

Airflow TX Warm

CORDURA

DryWoolTec

FlexTex 

LYCRA®

LYCRA® POWER

MICROSHELL STRETCH

SOFT PROTECT STRETCH

SOFTSHELL

SOFTSHELL Warm

SOFT SHIELD

SPEED TECH

SpeedTech TX

TecDry Mid

TecDry Thermo

THERMODRYTEX

THERMODRYTEX DOUBLE

The first Windstopper® that offers 4-way stretch in a 300 gram fleece-backed winter weight fabric. It has excellent breathability along with total windproofness, offers 
excellent protection from rain, and the high levels of stretch allow improved fitting of the garments.

Sometimes our full thermal 4way Warm is just too warm. This fabric’s lightly brushed inner face is soft, has just enough loft to keep you warm, and is great at moving 
moisture away from the body. It is about 25% lighter in weight than our Windstopper 4way Warm, but still provides 100% wind protection with a water repellent external face.

This structured 4-way stretch Windstopper® fabric is extremely lightweight and offers a stretchy, breathable outer shell to keep the wind from entering the garment. The 
internal texture offers light insulation and improves moisture wicking. As the fabric is also waterproof, the garments offer ideal protection for intense aerobic activities in 
cool weather.

This 4-way stretch Windstopper® fabric is extremely lightweight and offers a stretchy, breathable outer shell to keep the wind from entering the garment. As the fabric is 
also waterproof, the garments offer ideal protection for intense aerobic activities in cool weather.

Polartec® Alpha® is the latest evolution of synthetic insulation offering a rare combination of lightweight warmth and true breathability in a “puffy” style garment. Alpha® 
creates insulating loft but does not require down proof fabrics, allowing a sandwich construction with mesh and breathable fabrics for performance that’s not available in 
traditional insulation.

Primaloft Silver is a synthetic insulation with very high loft and excellent thermal properties. It offers a very high warmth to weight ratio, it is very supple and extremely 
packable. Its insulation capacity and its highly water resistance keep the wearer warm even in wet conditions. Comfort and thermoregulation are enhanced by its high level 
of breathability. We have selected Primaloft Silver because it is well suited for the changing weather conditions of the outdoors.

Technical insulation that offers superior warmth with light weight as a result of its very fine fibers.  Highly breathable, it will retain warmth even in humid conditions.  Made 
of 50% recycled fibers from PET bottles, Oeko- Tex certified raw materials with testing to ensure that the insulation is non- allergenic, non toxic and free from PFOA, PFOS 
and other dangerous substances.

Thermore Ecodown® offers the advantages of a synthetic insulation with the soft touch properties of down. Ecodown® features a thinner profile with less bulk combined 
with Thermore’s exclusive fiber migration treatment for greater freedom of movement and reliable warmth.

When speed matters, this is the answer. Lycra® Power for optimum muscle compression and support, and a dimpled surface structure for slippery aerodynamics.

Light highly stretch fabric combines smooth next to skin feel with high elasticity for comfort and perfromance. Highly breathable it also offers rapid moisture transfer. 82% 
Polyester 18% Elastane.

Lightly structured fabric that combines great stretch, light support, excellent breathability and light insulation.  Structured inner face accellerates moisture transfer as well 
as offering increased warmth.  86%Polyester  14%Elastane.

Extremely robust, stretchy and comfortable against the skin, this fabric can protect the parts of a garment that are most prone to wear and tear, without sacrificing freedom 
of movement and while offering high breathability, including during intense physical activity.

Unique technical composite fabric construction that combines the warmth of wool with the enhanced moisture management of polypropolene and polyester with polyamide 
for durability.  Light stretch fit, breathable insulation and a distinctive heathered style.

Structured stretch fabric that offers a balance of light wind and moisture resistance, durability and breathability.  Inserts with FlexTex offer a technical compromise between 
light durable protection and reliable moisture management for comfortable performance.

A synthetic fiber that gives exceptional stretch as well as the ability to recover its initial shape. This remarkable stretch capacity allows us to make garments with great 
comfort, close fit, and complete freedom of movement.

Fabric with a high degree of stretch, thanks to 250g Lycra(R) Power TM and 30% elastane. Offers maximum support and muscle compression while at the same time 
allowing complete freedom of movement. Tear-resistant and offers UV protection. Total comfort.

This innovative new fabric is ideal for outer shells. It features 10,000 mm water column for complete waterproof protection, 10,000 mv/p breathability, and remarkable stretch 
thanks to its elastic polyurethane membrane. This innovative new fabric is ideal for outer shells

Wind resistant, water repellent, breathable very light softshell fabric. Soft, low noise outer face and smooth inner combined with light stretch for all day comfort. Excellent 
water repellency with DWR finish and micro porous membrane. Breathability is enhanced with light air permeability. Increased air circulation improves moisture 
management.

Ideal fabric for second layers worn during physical activity. Its stretch permits the creation of comfortable clothing. Although extremely lightweight, the fabric provides 
excellent warmth combined with maximum breathability and partial wind protection

Midweight softshell that features insulation with wind and water protection.  Soft brushed fleece inner offers great feel, comfort and next to skin warmth.  Microporous 
membrane for moisture management.

Stretch softshell with thick fleece inner and wind resistant outer. Polyester fleece lining absorbs and wicks moisture to outershell while providing insulation. Stretch 
construction for fit and freedom of movement. Excellent breathability and moisture management.

Our most technical fabric for aerodynamic race suits. It features an exceptionally smooth face for enhanced laminar air flow, and optimum stretch so that we can make 
the garments fit perfectly and eliminate extra fabric flapping in the wind. But it’s not just aerodynamic: it offers excellent moisture management to keep the athlete dry and 
comfortable.

Our next generation of race suit fabric designed to offer high elasticity which provides light muscle compression and with not move on the body even in race situations.  
Developped and tested with the Italian National Ski team to deliver superior perfromance.  Lightly structured, it offers an agreable feel and excellent moisture managenment 
as well a excellent aerodynamics.  81% Polyester 19% Elastane.

Proprietary Sportful fabric that combines great soft stretch and feel,  light warmth, great moisture wicking and easy to wear performance comfort.  Developed for 4 season 
next to skin performance with great moisture management, quick drying and multi sport performance.  Technical polyester construction with internal structure for excellent 
moisture management, and elastane for fit and light support.

Slightly heavier than TecDry Mid, TecDry Thermo offers increased warmth with great comfort and moisture management.  Inner structured surface accelerates moisture 
transfer as well as trapping air for greater insulation.  Versatile stretch fabric that can be worn next to skin or as a second layer.  Technical polyester construction with elastane 
for fit and light support.  Proprietary Sportful fabric.

ThermoDrytex fabrics combine elasticity, brushed inner and smoother outer surface. Great stretch fit, durable warmth, light insulation and soft hand feel make this a 
versatile winter fabric.

The most technical fabric in the Thermodrytex family uses a nylon outer face with a fleece hollow core polyester inner layer. Maximum insulation and maximum moisture 
management thanks to the push-pull wicking effect. The outer surface is treated with a water repellent finish. This is the warmest yet best wicking fabric in the Thermodrytex 
family.



THERMODRYTEX PLUS

TDTxp

WIND SHELL SPORT

WIND SHIELD

WindWick LT
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Maximum stretch and a thick warm fleece inner layer make this fabric ideal for uses where warmth and flexibility are key. 84% Nylon and 16% Lycra keep the fabric soft and 
stretchy. The water repellent silicone finish provides some water repellency. Ideal for tights or back of wind pants.

This 2-way stretch 100% polyester fabric provides excellent warmth and moisture management and is used where high levels of stretch are not required, especially in 
jerseys or backs of jackets. Not having Lycra® means less stretch but provides better moisture management.

Light, highly wind resistant outer fabric that offers great protection from wind as well light protection from wet snow or rain.  Highly breathable for an optimal balance 
between perfomance and protection.  Partial air permeability accellerates moisture transfer.  Lightly structured ripstop surface is also low noise. 100% polyester.

Lightweight, stretch softshell fabric. Combines excellent wind protection and stretch for light insulation, freedom of movement and comfort.

Lightweight stretch fabric that offers great wind resistance light water and snow repellency and excellent breathability. Unlike traditional coated or membrane fabrics it 
allows for increased air circulation for accelerated moisture transfer. 



104 cm

CHEST

MEN

WOMEN

MAN

WOMAN

GLOVES

INCH SIZE

SOCKS

WAIST
HIPS
INSIDE LEG

CHEST

WAIST
HIPS
INSIDE LEG

88 cm

112 cm

80 cm

116 cm 128 cm 140 cm

14 cm

88 cm

76 cm

90 cm

80 cm 81 cm 82 cm 83 cm 84,5 cm 86 cm 87,5 cm

15 cm 16cm 17 cm 18 cm >18 cm

152 cm 164 cm

KIDS 6Y 8Y 10Y1 2Y 14Y

GLOVES KIDS

YEARS 

6

4

7

6

8

8

9

10

10

12

11

14

SIZE CHARTS



Austria
MVC SPORT VERTRIEBS GmbH
T.0049/(0)8031/2360803
vertrieb@mvc46.eu

Belgium
CLAESSEN-GOHY MONT A.
La Spinette 18 04960 Malmedy
T: +32 80 337580
info@claessensports.be

Canada
MV CANADA Inc.
T: +1 514.405.5359
mvcanada_service@mvc46.eu
www.sportful.com

Czech Republic
ID SPORT S.R.O.
T. +420/311/637/774
info@idsport.cz
www.sportful.cz

Estonia
HAWAII EXPRESS
T. +372/6398508
info@hawaii.ee
www.hawaii.ee

Finland
PYKA OY
T. +358/45 277 8889
info@pyka.fi

France
MANIFATTURA VALCISMON S.p.a
via G. Marconi, 81/83
32030 Fonzaso (BL) - Italy
T. +39/04395711
sportful@sportful.com

Germany
MVC SPORT VERTRIEBS GmbH
T.0049/(0)8031/2360803
vertrieb@mvc46.eu

Japan
LOVETT CORPORATION
2-22-14, Sugano, Ichikawa 00000 
Chiba 272-0824 JP
y.shiizu@lovett-corp.com

Italy
MANIFATTURA VALCISMON S.p.a
Via Marconi 81/83
32030 Fonzaso (BL)
T. +39/0439/5711
F. +39/0439/56436
sportful@sportful.com
www.sportful.com

Latvia
MY SPORT
T. +371/67563422
info@my-sport.lv
www.mysport.lv

Netherlands
CROSSCOUNTRY ELITE SPORTS VOF
Gronsvelderweg 21,
6247ER Gronsvel
T: +31437850603
Fax: +31437850673
info@xc-elitesports.com 

Norway
INTERPLAZA AS
T. +47/21505150
post@interplaza.no
www.interplaza.no

Russia
SKIWAX 2nd
T. +7/495/6458443
M.+7/985/2333963
skiwax@inbox.ru
www.skiwax.ru

Slovakia
DAVORIN S.R.O.
T. +421/905/503997
office@davorin.sk
www.davorin.sk

Slovenia
PONCA D.O.O
Ratee 04283
T. +386/56404208
poncadoo@hotmail.com

Spain
MANIFATTURA VALCISMON SPAIN
T. 0034/972 253 356
M. +34/639 204 523
m.caselli@sportful.com

Sweden
NORDIC TRADE DG AB
T. +46/0280 25530
info@nordictrade.se

Switzerland
CUAG SPORT AG
Artherstrasse 99 
CH-6405 Immensee
T. +41-(0)41-2595100 
info@cuagsports.com

United Kingdom & Northern 
Ireland
RMA SPORTS
T. +44/01225810747
www.biathlonsport.com

U.S.A.
INFUGA
1040 NE 44th Avenue Suite 1 
OR 97213 Portland
T. +1/5032223500
sales@sportful-us.com

_DISTRIBUTORS_
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_SHOP_
POP PROGRAM

SPORTFUL
SQUARE STICKER

SPORTFUL
MEDIUM STICKER

SPORTFUL
CAR STICKER

SPORTFUL 
PVC SQUARE DISPLAY

JACKET
HANGER

XC
CUBE

XC
INSTORE
BANNER

SPORTFUL
PAPER BAG

54 X 50 cm
32 X 38 cm

24X 24 cm

4 X 4 cm 12 X 12cm 22 X 22 cm

SPORTFUL
MEDIUM
PAPER BAG

SPORTFUL
MINI
PLASTIC BAG

PANT
HANGER
41000784100077

4100220
4100278 4100076

4100339
4100338

4100260 4100283 4100284

4100261

40X200 cm

SPORTFUL
SHOP FLAG 
4100055
001

001

001 001

001 001 001

001

001 001

002
002

35X200 cm



_EVENTS_

_MERCHANDISING_

SPORTFUL
TNT BANNER 

POUF 
SPORTFUL

SPORTFUL
SAMPLE BAG

RACE 
PLASTIC STRIP 

SPORTFUL 
DEMO FLAG 

SPORTFUL
LIGHT HOODIE

SPORTFUL
CAP

SPORTFUL
BLUE POLO

SPORTFUL
ZIP MUSETTE

SPORTFUL TENT 3X3 DESK
SPORTFUL

SPORTFUL
NECKWARMER

80 X 300 cm

4100287

4100324 4100O84

4100286

4100216

4100334

4100082

4100236

4100087

4100312

4100328 4100327

001

001

80x500 cm

300 m

001 001

002

002291

001

001

001

001

SIZE: XS - 3XLSIZE: XXS - 3XL

SPORTFUL
WATERBOTTLE
4100310
002
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